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 We missed you. Hopefully 2021 finds you healthy and safe. Many thanks for supporting us with take-
out and by using our new online store. We are now open on weekends and back doing tastings, glasses of 
wine, and wine for your return home.  We are using both the tasting room and the heated enclosed patio for 
seating. All customers must be seated at tables of 6 or less. This limits our capacity until the weather makes 
outdoor tastings more appealing. We will continue to use a walk-in, first come, first served basis. Until 
outdoor seating is available, larger groups are encouraged to contact us about  arriving at 11am. 
 All of the wines are ready to be bottled. Riesling LMS, Nana’s Kiss, and Cab Franc will be bottled first to 
replenish our sold out stock. New vintages of Charlie’s Choice, Charlie’s Bad Choice, Dry Riesling, Vin Blanc, 
Reflection, Big Lake, Vision, Vin Rouge, Merlot, and VPS will be released throughout the year. Maple is not 
available just yet. An indoor release party is not possible this year, but we are looking at a May event to allow 
you to taste and purchase both the current and new releases. This is the only time both vintages would be 
available. We are also planning on our anniversary party again this year on Sunday, July 18. It will be #7. 
Wow!!!!  
 We have improved the tasting menu and will keep an updated copy posted on the website. We have 
changed our tasting fees to allow more flexibility: Single tastes—$2; Three taste—$5; Five tastes—$7. 
 Dave Monks has decided retirement can wait and will be helping us sell our wine at restaurants and 
retail stores. 

  As the growing season kicks off we have some concerns about the impact of the cold temperature on 
Feb 17. Our temperature gauge registered minus 10 for an extended period of time. This would normally 
reduce yield significantly, but we are hopeful the extra snow depth may cushion some of the impact. We will 
begin testing buds in April to understand the full extent of this issue. 

Hours: 

Open Noon to 5pm, 
Sat & Sun  

 
 

We appreciate your 
business. Please let us 

know how we are doing. 

Thanks! Deb and Jack 
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Facebook 

Hello Wine Lovers!      Welcome back to Judy’s Corner! 

 As a reminder, there are three main types of pairings: #1. Matching wine and food flavors, #2. 

Matching wine and food intensity/body, and #3. Complimenting wine styles.  

 Nana’s Kiss:  As a light but dry, crisp and fruity rose', it can really well go with any-

thing, but typical pairings include light salads and pasta dishes, seafood or fish, and lighter 

chicken dishes. Since this rose has the acidity of a white wine and the fruit character of a red, it 

even pairs well with tomato salsa and chips. Even if you kick up the heat in the salsa, since it is 

severed chilled and is lower in alcohol, the wine will still compliment this snack very well 

 Charlie’s Bad Choice:  This special barrel aging (wine/bourbon barrel) of Charlie's Choice 

has softened the fruitiness of Charlie's Choice, but brings out flavors of rye and toast, while 

leading into a finish with lingering warmth. This wine would pair well with lighter fare foods 

such as seafood, pasta, vegetables or cheeses (pairing #2), but since it does have hints of bourbon 

flavor, I would also pair with complimenting food flavors that are sweet, smoky, or slightly spicy 

(pairing #3). It would go well with BBQ or dishes with spicy sauces. 

 Maple Wine:  This unique wine is made from fermenting maple syrup from the winery 

property. It has all of the great flavors of maple syrup, including caramel and butterscotch…

with a sweet nutty mouth coating finish. This wine can be an aperitif, pairing well with salty 

cheeses, olives and nuts (pairing #3) or as a dessert wine, pairing with matching flavors in your 

favorite breads, pies, cheesecake, or crème brulee (pairing #1).  Super yummy! 

See the website for all available pairings     Cheers, Judy 

Events: 

Currently planning our 
2021 events. Check web-

site and Facebook 


